MEETING NOTES: 4/13/12

Distinguished speaker: Professor Steven B. from Stanford
- flight has been booked
- still need to reserve hotel

Distinguished teacher award:
- need to come up with list of potential distinguished teachers
- assigned to Bob

Eberhardt Show:
- Need to choose theme: put Eberhardt in Hawaiian skirt
- Paint the rock
- Get Willie the Wildcat (Bob will email to ask)
- Get Morty to show up (Bob will email to ask)
- Getting a flare gun (is this safe?)
- Make sure that everyone on exec. is on the Eberhardt committee

Next general meeting:
- Rock candy
- Setting up rockets
- Big bubbles
- Liquid nitrogen ice cream (again?)
- Demos for SCOPE (slime, dough)
- Bill Nye (popular idea)!
- Final: Bill Nye and Liquid Nitrogen

Date: Next Tuesday at 7 pm (4/17/12)

FIELD TRIP:
- Touring the green roof: big roof on condo building that is a nice place for residents to get away to.
- Museum: smart park that has plants and gardens and a wind turbine ($8 + general admission) - partially subsidized

Join ACS! : Diana will send out link to sign up.